Abstract-Spontaneous saccadic eye movements (2-25") made by goldfish have an initial brief acceleration. followed by a more prolonged deceleration. and occasionally a terminal phase during which the velocity reverses sign following overshoot of the final position. Overshoots by the individual eyes are independent events. The duration and the maximum velocity increase monotonically with the size of the saccade. Goldfish saccades have areater durations and slightly smaller maximum velocities than mammalian saccades of similar size.
INTRODUCUON
Saccadic eye movements are the very rapid shifts of position which have been observed in a wide variety of animals with mobile eyes vertebrates and invertebrates alike. Primate saccades have been studied most completely, and one feature which stands out is their very great speed. Westheimer (1954) showed that human saccades typically last tenths of seconds and may reach velocities of several hundred degrees per second. Robinson (1964) and Fuchs (1967) studied saccades made by humans and monkeys and confirmed and extended Westheimer's results. The great speed was all the more remarkable following Robinson's (1964) analysis of the mechanics of the eye-orbital tissues system. which he found to be heavily overdamped. The high rotational velocities could only be achieved if tension exerted by the agonistic muscle had an initial transient much larger than the final value needed to hold the eye at its new position. Robinson's (1964) isometric measurements of extraocular muscle tensions during saccades confirmed that such a sequence of forces did occur.
These two forces, early and late. must be matched quite accurately if the saccade is to be executed smoothly. If the transient is too great or lasts too long, the saccade will overshoot the final value; if it is too small or brief. the eye will undershoot and slowly approach the final value from the direction of origin. Both of these phenomena have been observed (Weber and Daroff. 1972) . which suggests that the transient and sustained tensions are occasionally mismatched. (For a discussion of the implications of this observation. see Easter. 1973, and Dell'Osso, Daroff and Troost 1973.) The only other animal in which saccades have been quantitatively studied is the rabbit (Collewijn. 1970) . In the work reported below I have investigated saccadic eye movements in goldfish and have concentrated on the time course and indirectly, the coordination of transient and maintained tensions.
METHODS
Goldfish (Curossius aurotus), 15-25cm long were obtained commercially (Ozark Fisheries. Stoutland. MO.) and kept singly and in pairs in IO-gal aquaria. During an experiment they were clamped in a sponge-lined holder. immersed in water (2Cr22C. the same temperature as the holding tanks). and rigid stalks were attached by suction to their corneas. Restrained goldfish spontaneously make saccades (Johnstone and Mark. 1969) which are essentially horizontal (Easter, 1971) . As the eyes moved. so did the stalks. and the orientations of these pointers in the horizontal plane were measured by a flying spot scanner, the use and calibration of which have been described previously (Easter, 1971 (Easter, . 1972 . Figure I 
